AOX WATER SPECIAL

AOX WATER IS
OFFICIALLY IN
FASHION

Daniel Boey, Singapore’s foremost
fashion and lifestyle event curator,
has recently embraced the
benefits of AOX Water.

D

aniel Boey has always been plagued
with health problems. In addition to
suffering from asthma when he was young, he
has sensitive skin and suffers from a host of
allergies including seafood, eggs, milk, wheat
– and even his own perspiration. His busy
schedule also means he is often fatigued and
has little time for exercise.
The youthful-looking 49-year-old
became interested in alkaline water while
filming in KL. A crew member raved about
the improvements in her constitution and
appearance after regularly drinking it, claiming
she was now less fatigued, less inclined to
breakouts and brighter-eyed.
Coincidentally, Daniel had read about AOX
Water and cast his skepticism aside to make
an appointment for a complimentary blood
analysis.
MORE THAN FASHION IN HIS BLOOD
Given his host of health problems, Daniel was
not surprised to find his blood analysis results
revealed high levels of toxins.
When he did a follow-up test just 20
minutes after drinking AOX alkaline water,
he was amazed at how much clearer his
blood looked. The clustered blood cells had
completely separated, and the spiky durianshaped cells that had been damaged by free
radicals had been restored to smooth, round
ball shapes. “I decided immediately I wanted
it in my daily routine,” he said.
ALTERING MODEL BEHAVIOUR
Known in the fashion industry for both his
caring nature and exacting standards, Daniel
plans to introduce AOX water to the models
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